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Part I investigates a possible instrument for detecting
standing waves in deep water which is composed of three wave
meters ainged in a triangle each of which measures the sur-
face elevation as a function of time at one position. Four
simple ideal ocean surfaces are investigated an#at is found
that by examining the auto and crosecorrelations of the time
series generated by the wave meters the instrument can detect
the presence or absence of standing waves.
In Part 11 the following problem is investigated: If
the ocean surface is composed of two infinite sine waves of
the same frequency whose directions make an arbitrary angle
a , does there exist a second order pressure variation which
is independent of depth. The two simpler and well known
limiting cases o -0 (traveling wave) and P =180 degrees
(standing wave) are first reviewed. It is found that there
will be no second order pressure variation at depth which
might eause microseisms unless p is almost exactly 180 degrees.
In Part III microseism and water wave records from the
Geophysical Field Station and weather data from the U. S.
Naval Station, both in Bermuda, are investigated in a man-
ner similar to that used by Kasi Haq. Amplitudes of water
waves and mioroseisms are plotted for four storms which passed
near Bermuda (one due to a hurricane and three due to cold
fronts in which the isobars formed acute angles) and it was
found that it is impossible that the microseisms could have
been caused by wave action on shore. Some frequency spectra
are computed from one storm and it is found that the frequency
of the water waves is half tat of the microseisms as predicted
by theo in two out of three cases. The phenomenon of beats
was discovered in both microseism and water wave records, and
the period of the beats in the microseisms is half the period
of the beats in the water waves.
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Stephen M. Simpson
Assistant Professor of Geophysics
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IN 1ODUCTION
Most of this work was motivated by Kazi aq's Ph.D.
thesis on the nature and w igin of microseisms. He
explains that the two main theories which try to explain
the origin of microseisms are 1) that microseisms are
caused by standing waves in the ocean and 2) that micro-
seisms are caused by surt beating against the shore. He
presents a convincing body of data in support of the first
theory, but there are still a number of loose ends. One
is that it is not possible to guarantee which microseism
wave group corresponds to which water wave group, What
Hkq did was to assume that the ocean wave frequencies
remain constant during a storm, and then carried out an
approximate verification of the theory. Another loose
end is that it i s not clearly understood how or if the
winds create standing waves during the specaal meteor-
ological conditions under which microseisms are observed.
A more accurate verification of the theory could be
made if there were an instrument whIch could guarantee
that at a certain point in the ocean at a certain time
standing waves existed. Several of these instruments could
be soattered over the ocean surface, and as a storm or
hurricane passed over each instrument would register the
presence or absence of standing waves. Seismic stations
at different points would record aicroseisms during this
time, and the directions of travel of the microseisms
W*54
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could be computed from the three components of ground
motion measured by each seismograph. If it happened that
the center of microseismic activity were located by two
or three seismic stations at a region where o~e of these
-standing wave instruments happened to be, and 4 the,,
instrument had registered the existence of standing waves
at the appropiate time to have caused the microseisms,
then the first theory would be almost verified. The finish-
ing touch would be to check that the frequency of the
micro-seism group was twice that of the standing wave
group which produced the microselem group, as the theory
o~tLongue$t-Higgins predicts. Partl, then, discusses one
possible standing wave instrument.
One special meteorological condition under which
Kazi Haq and others (for a good reference list seeHaq (2))
observed mieroseisms is a cold front moving rapidly over
the ocean surface in deep water when the isobars which
intersect the tront form an anute angle. This means that
the directions of the winds on either side of the front
form an obtuse angle, and it is thought that in this case
(2) that since large components o the winds are blowing
in opposite directions, they might be effective in creating
standing waves. It seems equally likely, however, that the
winds might be effective in creating two wave trains whose
directions would form the same obtuse angle that the wind
directions form. Longuet-Higgins (6) shows that for a
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single frequency if the obtuse angle is 180 degrees, i.e.
a simple standing wave, then there exists a second order
pressure variation which is independent of depth and which
has a frequency of twice that of the standing wave; Longuet-
Higgins bases his theory of the origin of microseisms on
this fact. It is also known (4, 6) that if the obtuse
angle becomes sero degrees, i.e. simple trtaveling wave,
then the pressure decays exponentially with depth, and it
would be very unlikely that microseisms could be produced.
It seemed interestS a to investigate the intermediate case
of an arbitrary obtuse angle to see if microseisms might
possibly be produced in this case, Part II treats this
case along with a review of the two special limiting cases.
In Part III the relationship between water waves and
microseisas is atudied by examining actual data. This
problem hadbeen worked o# for the last fifty years, and
oansequently there exiets a sizable body of literature
on the subject, A good bibliography is contained in Kazi
Haq's Ph.D. thesis (2). The present author has not made
an extensive search of the work of others but has followed
fairly closely the procedure used by Kazi Haq. This was
felt to be wthwhile because the data used here comes from
a different part of the world than that used by Haq. Re
used data taken off the bast coast of the United States
(Woods Hole, Mass.) where the water wave meter is quite
some distance from the deep ocean, whereas the data used
-7*o
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here comes from Bermuda where the wave meter is quite
close to deep water, and this does make some difference.
The purpose in Part III is not to prove conclusively which
of the two theories is correct, but to fresent some data
which could be inttprtted as evidence supporting the first
theory.
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PART I
Disaussion of Stand n Wave~~ Inr ent
The purpose of this part is to investigate a possible
method for determining surface standing water waves at sea.
The standing wave instrument proposed here will be com-
posed of wave meters, each of which measures the surface
elevation as a 4notion of time at one point on the ocean
surface. The author is not aware of any work similar to
this which has been done. One might logically ask, why
not put pressure gauges on the bottom? Since standing
waves produce a second order pressure fluctuation which
is independ~nt of depth, standing waves should be de-
tectable in principle by a pressure meter on the ocean
floor, An answer might be that one would anticipate more
practical difficulties with lowering an instrument to the
bottom and getting it to pperate properly, and an instru-
meat which works on the surface could be transported more
readily from point to point.
Each wave meter in the instrument might be a float
constrained to move along a vertical rod, for example,
I will not disouss the design of such an instrument but
rather give an idea of how many wave meters would be re-
quired and how far apart they should be spaced and then
see what information the instrument will give for simple
configurations of the ocean surface.
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Keeping in mind a simplified picture of the ocean
surface as a single frequency sine wave with a plane wave
front, how many wave meters would be necessary to be able
to determine if this sine wave is a traveling wave or a
standing wave? Obviously one wave meter would not be enough
unleds it were placed at a node. For most cases two
would be enough, because in general for a traveling wave
the two meters would measure sine waves of the same am-
plitude with one out of phase with the other, whereas for
a standing wave the two meters would measure different
amplitudes and a phase difference of eicher zero degrees
or 180 degrees. It could happen that the two meters lie
along a line parallel to the wave fronts in which case the
second meter gives no additional information. To be safe,
then, there should be a minimum of three wave meters, and
I suggest an equillateral triangle arrangement because there
is really no point in using a general triangle. If two
lie along a wave front, then the third will be sufficient
in the most general case to be able to distinguish between
the traveling and the standing wave.
The next question is how far apart should the three
wave meters be spaced? If the direction of travel of the
wave were at right angles to one side of the triangle and
the projedtion of the other sides on the line of direction
were a multiple of the wave length or if the direction of
travel of the wave were parallel to one side of the triangle
-I0-
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and this side were an even multiple of the wave length,
then a standing wave and a traveling wave would give iden-
tical recordings at all three wave meters. Careful con-
sideration will show that if it can be guaranteed that a
side of the triangle is less than one half the wave length
of the sine wave, then the instrument will always be able
to tell if the wave is a standing or a traveling wave.
The most degenerate case is that in which two meters lie
along a wave front and these two and the third are symmetric
about a node or a line midway between two nodes. To the
three meters a standing wave will look like a traveling
wave as far as amplitude is concerned, but the phase
difference between the first two meters and the third will
tell the difference provided one side of the triangle is
less than one half the wave length.
An upper and lower bound on the size of the triangle
can be estimated. Including the effect of surface tension
in deriving the equation of the free surface of a fluid
from the linearize& hydrodynamical equations will give a
velocity of propogation for a sine wave .
(T1) C c( a Tfrakkska
9 " 994 cn'/gsiCYL
P Adc's+Y
h dfyre of #flld
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A plot of velocity against wave length will have a minimum,
and for wave lengths greater than this minimum the waves
are govern@4 primarily by gravity; for wave lengths less
than the minimum the wavec or ripples are primarily governed
by the surface tension. In deep water where tanhahAl
(this is to be taken as the definition of deep water) and
T/pt70 cm / se' for water,Cmin 23cm/sec,and Aminl.5cm.
This would be the lower limit for the triangle side since
the interest is in gravity waves. A rough upper bound
can be found from the fact that the average frequency of
storm wves measured from power spectra computed by Kazi
faq is roughly 0.12 cycles/sec. For deep water gravity
waves from(l) c -z - (If) where f is frequency. This
a r
rough average frequency give a rough aveame wave length
of 8 meters; thereforeif the triangle side were less than
4 meters, the instrument could detect stand in6 waves
during an average storm, still under the restriction that
only one frequency is present. Within these limits it is
conceivable that a manageable instrument could be made
which could be easily transported by ship.
The standing wave instrument will now be assumed
to consist of three wave meters at the three corners of
an equilateral triangle, a side of which is less than half
the wave length of the waves being measured. Each wave
meter will record a time series, which for our purposes
will be considered infinite in length. A technique for
operating on these given time series to find out if standing
waves are present will now Ue discussed.
-12-
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Case 1), $i le Frequency stan ing a d traveling wave
The technique is that of auto and cross-correlations.
Taking he surfae of he oean t rfac t cea as the xy plane with z-axis
positive upwardtaking the simplessurface as a sine wave
of single frequency w and amplitude A whose wave front is
parallel to the y-axis, then the time series measured by
the various wave meters will be:
F,, X,
Pag lAL 1
Standing Wave
S,(t)*A, inwt
f, (t)A 3asinwt
1.
).
Traveling Wave
A sin(ocx, -wt)
A sin(c,-xwt)
A sin(o(x,-wt)
where A .Asina; 1;i1,2,3. Write Asin (ac.-wt) as
Asia(ax, + *, -wt) etc., where Sz- (x,.-x ) etc., and we can
take z, . for traveling waves without loss of generality.
The auto correlation function is defined as follows (5):
(2) e L Is _; ( -t +r) d u ± : 2, 3
and the r - lato futo s:
and the crosz-carrelation function iss
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erent amplitudes in general and phase differences of either
zero or 180 degrees. (This may be seen by the fact that
the product A, 2 can be either positive or negative de:end-
ing on whether ox,and eoxare both greater or less than 180
degrees or one is greater and the other less than 180 degrees
etc.) Therefore, a computation of either the three auto or
the three crosscorrelations will be sufficient to indicate
whether the sine wave was a standing or a traveling wave,
and this will be true for the degenerate case as well.
Actual techniques for computing these functions for finite
data will not be discussed; for a good summary see (5).
I'or the simple sine wave surface the velocity of
propagation and the direction (not the sense) of the wave
may be computed from knowing the time series from the three
meters. For a traveling wave of frequency w the projection
of the velocity along the sides 1,2 and 2,3 are (figure 1.)
(7) V, = /cD,( - o.)- ,/ ,,
(8) v,1 = c /, ca w 6,
The phase differences &4etc. are found from the cross-
correlations.
(9) Vai/vy,, = s /c. le - so' 6) /,
then
(10) t;- 0= 5/ - ]
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Solving for O-gives the direction of the wave, and together
with w and d the velocity c can be foud from either (7) or
(8).
To determine the direction of a standing wave of fre-
quency w and amplitude A, where r is the distance measured
along the direction of travel r (figure 1.), the amplitudes
measured by the three meters at any instant of time will be
(11) , O < cc
(12) z Da (OL.d etdc ) Dw2Asinwt
(13) z% o .L( ( d ,o (1  & P))
and for deep water waves there is a fourth equation
(14) c = 94 rt.4" k
which becomes
(15) t 9 o when aT 4 > 7 a
Given w these four equations determine D, lo *, from
which the direction and the velocity of the wave may easily
be found, and well as the amplitude A.
Alto in this simple case the pressure fluctuations on
the bottom may be colculated by a formula due to Longuet-
Higgins (6)
(16) 'P(t)&/dt 1/> 1/2tdx
a is the form of the surface
P(t) is the .ressure variation for infinite
depth
S27/,( is the wave length
If the auto and crossoorrelations indicate a traveling wave
-16-
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is present, we know that there will be no pressure variation
on the bottom, and this is readily verified by the above
formula using zmAsin(x-et). On the other hand if tihe auto
and crosscorrelations tell us there is a xtanding wave present,
we know there will be a secor:e order Lressure variation on
on the bdttom. Using za2Asin x coswt in (16) gives
P(t)*2A w cos2wt
which shows the two to one frequency relationship. This will
be discussed further in Part II.
-17-
ase 2) Sum of Single Frequency tandin and Traveling Waves
Now imagine a slightly more complicated form for the
ocean surface, that produced by the interference of two sine
waves of the same frequency but different am k-it des traveling
in opposite directions. This surface may be tiought of equiv-
alently as a superposition of a standing wave and a traveling
wave FoPsimplicity take the direction of travel as the
x-axis, the ocean surface still being the zy plane with £
positive upward. Then
z*Asinea(x-et) + Bsin (x-ct)
(17) aAsing(x-ct) + Asin(x+ct) + (B-A)inz(x+ct)
s2Asinaxcoswt + Dsinc(x+ct)
The three wave meaters ow measure the three te ime series as
follows:
Meter 1. ,(t)aA, coswt + Dsin.(x,+ct)
I 2f f(t)-A1 ooswt + Dai* x,+ct)+ Si)
" 3 f3 (t)AcoSwt + Dasi( x.+ct)+ ,,]
where the notation kA 2Asinxc and s;ot(xz-x.) is the same as
before. The auto and crosscorrelations may now be worked out
to be:
Q,, K, Cosw r
(19) K (e.tLosw r
(e, VK3 e 0 s w r
q6 =Ktoswct + Kcos(wr +SM)
(20) ,f MK,,COSwr + KtCOS(wr +5,,)
(et.aKposwt + Kcos(wr +S)"
where K,=1/2 A + AD/A + D etc., KeAD, and
4KsA4Ac0a0 - (D+A)cos&L(x + x,) etc.
18-
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The three autocorrelations (19) have different amplitudes in
general (in the degenerate case two are the same) which would
indicate the presence of a standing wave. The crosacorrelations
show (20) a combination of the effects due to a standing
wave and a traveling wave.
In this example it is more complicated to calculate the
direction of travel of velocity of propagation from the auto
and crosscorrelations. :rom (19) or (20) one immediately
finds w, and if one plots equations (20) at wtg90 egrees
(21) q,, =Kos at wrTr/2
q. 2KOA(&,*C s0)
These equations may now be solved for the three unknowns Ks,
lX, * , and then the velocity and direction of the sine wave
can be calculated as was done for thO traveling wave in Case 1)
by using the phase differences , . Knowing w and c then
determines c, and having found the Sand K, tie effect of
the second terms in (20)/may be subtracted out. Then (20)
become:
',. *K +Kcos ,
(22) K,, a +,Kcoe 6%r at tT49
and these will determine 4 ad tbeefOre B, ad X,, sfly'.
Finally from (19) the v8iues of 4 , Ai, A3,may be found. In
other words all the co#s a4ts cait Se solved for, and in par-
ticular the wave veloci y, /wave loen- h and direction of travel
can be determined,
-19-
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The mean pressure on the bottom of the ocean may now
be calculated from (16) to be:
P(t)=2ABw'coswt
As far as the pressure on the bottom is concerned the
opposing waves must be of the same frequency and must be
traveling in exactly opposite directions (however see Part II)
but need not have the same amplitude, which Longuet-Eiggins
pointed out (see (6)).
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Case ) $tandingj and Traveling Waves of Two or More Frequencies
The next more complicated case to be investigated is a
surface composed of two standing or travelin4 waves of the
same amplitude but different angular frequencies w, and w,
both oriented along the x-axis.
(23) sof(t)2A(sinexcosw, + sinccoswLt)
Now the meters will record
f, (t)-A,,cosw,t + Acossw2t
(24) f (t) A,eoasw, + A coswt
, (t)*A,cosw, t + Acoaswt
where A,'j*2AsinK-xj ; i.1,2; R1,2,5. Now using equation (2)
for the form of the autocorrelation, the three autocorrelations
are computed to be:
5) 2, 4/  (A, cosw,r + A, coswir
(25) a. -1/2 f oow,r + lcosw00EWr(es, 4/2 (A; c oswr + t ceowr)
since the cross terms vanish by the orthogonality of cosines.
If the surface had been composed of two tr veling waves of the
same amplitude, i.e.
(26) sa*f(t)A sina(Az - w,t) + esin@cA - wst)
then the autocorrelations would be:
(27) ,, *A/2(cosw,T + cosw.rT) * ,- 4,
In other words for the t ,av lia waves the autocorrelations are
identical, but for the standing wave they are different. It
is possible to extrapolate and say that if the ocean surface
is composed of any nuber of pure traveling wav s with the
same direction, then the three autocorreltions of the three
-21-
time seriesa prouced by the three meters will oe identical,
whereas if the surface is composed of any number of pure
standing waves with the same direction, the three autocorr-
elations will be different in general (at least two will differ
in case of degeneracy). By pure traveling waves is meant amy
number of sine way*s of different amplitudes and frequencies
traveling in either the +x or -x directions, sa, such that
there are no waves of the s:ame frequency trveling in oppo-
site directions, and a pure standing wave is compose of two
sihe waves of the same frequency and amplitude traveling in
opposite directions. The statement will also be Lrue if the
waves, standing or traveling, do not all have ths ame dir-
ection relative to each other, provided all the waves of the
same frequency do travel in the same direction. The reason
for this is that waves of the same frequency traveling in
different directions may be combined in a special form as
Case 4) points out, whereas waves of different frequencies
act independently of;one another.
The crosscorrelations for the two standing wavesare of
the forms:
(28) 4'j ;/2[A Aj cosw; r + Aj A;, cosw;r] ij
and those for the two traveling waves have the form:
(29) Qt, .A/2 co(w;T +J(w,))+ Cos(w;T + (V w))]
8;;(w;))- o;(x; - x ) etc.
The crosscorrelations contain information about the relative
-22-
phase difference for the two frequencies between the pairs of
wave meters. The amplitude and phase spectru* may be obtained
by taking the cosine and sine transform of the crosscorrel-
ations as shown by Lee (5) For two standing waves (28) is
an even function of the shift so its sine transform is zero.
This fact indicates that the relative phase differences are
either zero or 180 degrees whibh we know to be true for
the standing wave. For the two traveling waves the phase
differences are given by ( see Lee (5))
(30) $ (w;) aret4 fitan
and from these the wave directions for each frequency
corresponding to a travelilg wave may be calculated When
two or more standing waves are present it is too complicated,
if not impossible, to find their orientations.
When there are two or more frequencies present in the
ocean surface it is not possible to use equation (16) to
find the pressure on the ocean floor, and the reason for this
is the nonlinear nature of the equations involved (see tart II).
-t23-
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Case 4) Intermzdiate Case Between Single Frequency Standing
aave
The last and ::roobably the most interestino case to be
examined is a surface composed of two sine waves of the same
frequency and amplitude traveling in different deretions, not
necessarily opposite ones. Consider one wave traveling along
the vector r, and the other along r. where tue anle between
r, and ists (see figure 2.). Picking a convenient coord-
inate system in which the y-axis bisects the angle/ (the
ocean surface is still the xy plane), the form of the surface
is:
zwAexpiK(ax + gpj - ot) + Aexpit(-a,x + a,,y - ct)
(31) =2Acos(RaJ - wt)costa,,x
taking the real part , and where a=@I *Cos, tasint. This
surface has the form of a wave traveling in the positive y
direction with velocity eww/a, s ew/cMsin whose amplitude
varies in the x direction with a wave length 2a2cost In
other words it looks like a traveling wave in the y direction
and a standing wave in the x direction. 2& +p ~T so ;,hen
Fiu 2..
-24-
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3 0, o&71/2, and the surface reduces to a simple traveling
wave along the y-axis, and when p ri, = I0, and the surface
becomes a simple standing wave oriented along the x-axis. The
three meters have coordinates (x,,y(x,,(x,,y2 ), (x,,y,), and
they record the time series:
(32) s; =2Acos(ay; - wt)cos.a,,xi i=i,2,3
The autocorrelations are easily computed; they are:
(33) fa -2AcoA'a,,xecoswT i=l,2,3
which are all different in general. This looks like the
standing wave case; however, the croscorrelations point out
the difference.
(34) 4 Z =2Acosca,,xicosa,,x Os otaa(yj- - y;) - wrl
i,J=1,2,3 itj
Each crosscorrelation contains a phase ajLo(y; - y;) which
in general is neither zero or 180 degrees, and for this reason
this surface cannot be a simple standing wave. This surface
cannot be a simple traveling wave either because (33) are
in general all different. Thus ohn the basis of equations (33)
and (34) it is possible to distinguish this surface from those
of Case 1).
Other information about this surface may be found, The
magnitude and direction (relative to the three wave meters)
of the velocity c may be computed as in Case 1) from knowing
the phase differences between the three pairs of meters, which
are determined from the three equations (34). w is found from
-25-
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either (53) or (34) and then from (15) ocean be determined.
Now c-w/ncsine may be solved for e which gives the directions
of both sine waves relative to the wave meter network. This
surface will be further discussed in Part II,
-26-
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It is difficult to summarize the particular surfaces
to which the standing wave instrument has been subjected;
however, the general procedure for detecting standing
waves is to first preform the operations of auto and cross-
correlations on the three time series generated by the three
wave meters under the assumption of infinite data. If all
three autocorrelations are identical, one knows that there
are no standing waves present. If all three autocorrelations
differ among themselves and the crosscorrelations contain a
phase which is either zero or 180 degrees, then one con-
cludes that there is a standing wave present. These ideas
wen extrapolated to cover any number of all standing or
all traveling waves. A mixture of standing and traveling
waves was not discussed, but this case can be handled by
taking the sine and cosine transforms of the crosseorrelations
to sort out which frequencies correspont to traveling and
which to standing waves. The intermediate case between a
standing and a traveling wave shows up as Just that when the
auto and crosseorrelations are examined.
Other information such as the wave direction and
velocity can be computed for any number of traveling waves
but only for one standing wave, since the method is based on
using the phase differences between the three meters. Also
it is only in the case of a single standing wave that the
mean pressure on the ocean bottom can be computed.
-27-
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TART II
Setttngu ,the Problem
The main subject of this part is a calculation of the
second order pressure variation at the bottom of the ocean
when the surface of the ocean has a form consisting of two
infinite sine waves of the same frequency whose directions
make an arbitrary angle p with each other. Two simpler
well n~own cases will first be reviewed; they are 1) the
case in which the surface is a sinile sine wave and 2) the
case in which the surface is a simple standing wave. The
interest in the first two cases is a check to oee that the
results of the third case reduce to those of the fir3t two w
when the angle p is zero and 180 degrees. The proceedure
used here for the first two cases is undoubtedly in the
literature, although I have not been able to find it. I
have used a copy of notes taken by Professor Cantwell on a
course on water waves given by Longuet-eigi4ns at MIT in 1958
as a guide.
n__ _ __ -
T
Fe.9u c 3.
ywO defines the un-
disturbed surface
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The following may easily be found in Lamb (4). In
order to set up the equations which govern the surface wave
problem, the usual simplifying statements are first made
that the fluid is incompressible and irrotational, the
possible consequences of these assumptions will not be dis-
cussed. Under these conditions Euler's equations of motion
for the fluid can be replaced by Bernoulli's equation, and
the equation of continuity (conservation of mass) can be
replaced by Laplace's equation for the velocity potential .
(1) Vt'e WO
This is the basic equation which governs the fluid.
The boundary conditions are three, one at the bottom,
and two at the free surface. The boundary condition at the
bottom is the statement that the component of the fluid
velocity normal to the bottom must vanish at the bottom, It
is expressed by
(2) Vd/dy taU,=O at y=-h
One of the free surface conditions is the one which states
that a particle on the surface remains on the surface and is
expressed by
(3) DF/Dt =0 at yO D/Dte/dt (;.)
F is the form of the surface; i.e. if the surface is given
by y=,(x,z,t), then Fay-,&(x,s,t). 4=Wis the velocity of
the fluid. The other free surface boundary condition is the
dynamic one which 2tates that the pressure on either side of
the surface must be equal to the same thing, namely zero. It
-29-
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is expressed by Bernoulli's law in the form
(4) + (t + +/2((ty+ f (O)*O at Y=O
4(is the velocity potential, g is gravity, A is the eq.uation
of the surface, and the subscripts refer to partial differ-
entiation.
The following may be found in Stoker (page 20). The
main difficulty is solving the water wave problem is that th
two free surface boundary conditions are non linear. For
example the kinematic condition (3) for a surface of the
form ywA(x,t) becomes:
In order to cope with the two non linear equations the fol.
lowing two perturbation series are assumed:
As. a 5. A + 4'e +- t'A +* *(6))
vhere is a parameter which gives an idea of the scale or
order of the term with which it is associated, When these
expansions are inserted in (5) and like powers of & are
equated to zero, the result is:
(7 ) e) U
(8) E': Iat y O(8) (e;' -A. -=AxOy -A Ivy
Third order terms will not be considered. Similarly (4)
become:
(9) F. S A + ( y0
at y=0(10) ee : gY+ 4;' it- _v[/((f') t ( ) +I .i (t))'j]
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Equations (7) and (9) may be solved for c" and t , then (8)
and (10) may be solved for cCL and X"J, and in principle all
the higher orders can be solved for by this procedure, Each
(4e must then satisfy (1) and (2).
The ultimate interest here is in the second order pres-
sure on the bottom, Pressure is calculated from Bernoulli's
equation
(11) Pp+ (e + 1/2( 4+ (P+ qD + gy =onst.
P is the pressure and e is the fluid density. In general the
constant may be a function of time only, and its only effect
is to add a constant to the second order pressure. Since we
are looking for second order pressure variations, a constant
term is not of interest; therefore, it will be taken to be
zero.
The procedure, then, is to assume a form for 491 and,i
which satisfy (1) and (2), generate e from (8) and, (10), and
check that cZ also satisfies (1) and (2). Then (e4 * E(7.f)
Put (e into (11) now to find the pressure; the pressure at the
bottom is then found by setting y--h.
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Case Q. tage $Freuen y .,raveling ,Warve
The first case to be considered is a surface whose form
is a single frequency infinite progressive sine wave traveling
in the positive x direction. This is a two dimensional sur-
face y= A(x,t). Assume to start with that
(12) (Uo AcoshA(y + h)cosc(x - ct)
A is a constant amplitude
a is the wave number
h is the depth of the water
e is the velocity of propagation of the wave
(Qsatisfies both (1) and (2) as is easy to check Now A0'
is found from (7) to be
(15) A4 S' (A/)sifhihainoL( - ct)
Longuet-Higgins assumes $' to be A' =asinc(x - ct) and then
finds (0 'from (7) which is equivalent but physically more
realistic. To relate the two procedures
(14) A=-ac/sinho(h
Now putting cand tinto (9) gives for the wave velocity:
(15) t(g9/o)tanhC;h
Now from (8)
(17) f,x 0; a*(A('*Z4c)sinh2csin2((x - ct)
(18) v' q,"*(Ao7"/4c)sinh2hsin2o(z - ct)
Then putting (18) and (17) into (16), we get;
(1)(19) ( -,A6  (A\/2c)sinh24hsin2 (x - ct)
Now working out the following:
(20) (e. 4i0Al toSh sirn'(x - Ct)
(21) ((' nAt.singhot cord(x - ct)
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(22) A~,. n-Atiinhahsin(x-ct)
Therefore, putting (20), (21), and (22) into (10), we get:
(23) + g-ALm t 4 inA(x-ct)[einAkt - 1i/2coh3
S1/2coic(xc-t)sinishj
Now differentiating (23) with respect to time gives:
(24) W 4+ gaj tw/2in2(x-ct)[cos 14 - 3sinh2&h], w=ow
Multiplying (19) by g and addin the result to (24) to elim-
inateA,, and then substituting from (15) for g, we get:
(25) (P, + g 4u(3eAt'w/2)sin2o((x -c t)
Now assume 4o is of the form
(26) e =Kc osh2 (y+h)sin2 ka(x-ct)
This satisfies (1) and (2) as required. iPutting c4into (25)
and again using (15), we find:
KX*A' Ci/8Wsinhh
Wa -(3 d'/8waino&h)cosh2 (yh)sin2(x-ct)
or using (14)
(27) =-(3a w/8Sinv(gh)cosh2dPy*+bin2o(x-ct)
This result agrees with Longuet-Higgins except for a term
linear in t -(4v4sinhdh)t which is added to (37). This is
a consequence of neglecting the constatn in equation (11).
From (11) the first order pressure comes from 4' and is
(28) P/p a-tgy + (awc/sinhoh)cosho(y+h)sinek(x-et)
For deep water, which is defined as lira h/. o, (28) becomes:
(29) 1 ' .- gy + aw*xpty$ink(x-ct)
This decreases exponentially with depth (negative y) and
would be essentially zero at the bottom (ys-h). One term
which contributes to the second order pressure is:
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(30) C' =(3S w'/ sinth)cosh2(y7+h)cos2(x-ct)
which becomes in deep water:
(31) =(3" wt/4)[exp2e(-h)%eosh2((x-.ct)
and this certainly vanishes with depth. The linear term in
t which does not appedr in (27) would only contribute a
constant term to the second order pressure since the time
derivative is-taken in (30). The two other termsa wiich
contribute to the second order pressure (fx')and (,) 'also
vanish with depth, which is just as easy to verity.
This is the well known result that at least as for as
first and second orders are concerned the pressure on the
bottom of the ocean is a constant function of time when an
infinite sine Pave travels in deep water, in other words
it is extremely unlikely that microseisms could be caused
by suecha model of the ocean surface.
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Case Z in is 'ro uen Stcnxicng Wave
The second case to be investigated ives the well. known
amazing result that a standing wave at the surace does pro-
duce a second order pressure variation which is inde endent
of depth and which has a frequency which is twice tha of the
standing wave. The procedure to be followed here is the-same
as in the first case but is slig:tly different from that used
by L5nguet-iggins (6). ? t)is now assumed to be:
(32) ~ '=Acoshg(y+h)(a, sina(x-.ct) + a sinA(x+ct)3
i.e. a superposition of two sine waves of the same frequency
and different amplitudes traveling in opposite directions
along the x axis Then from (7)
(33) Al a(A/c)ainhoh a ,coso(x-ct) - a cos(x+rct)
Now working out the following expressions:
(54) 4 * W(A(2c)inb4Khatcosx-ct 3 + ajeoS x+ct3
xEa,sia(x-ct) + asin( x+ct
(35) VQw v(A%</2c)sinh2h[a,sinc(x-et) + aasina(x+ct
x racoao(x-ct) 
- acosP(x+ct
Combining (34) and (35) into (8) gives:
(36) c, -A n(A* /2c)ianh2dh-a sin24(x-ct) t+ a sinU2(xct)
Now working out the following expressions:
(37) a) R)4 *A'd'bind h COSCO (-cT) + a oOaL(x+t
SLacos(x-et) - acosa(x+et
b) (ed j fo'cos th ato[Ca(xIct) + acose(x+ct))
c) ((g)rta'sinhLa, sinm*(x-ct) + a.sin.(x+ct )3
Taking time derivatives of a), b), and e) and combning these
with the time derivative of (10), we get:
(38) t'i + g4n(Ac 'w/2)Ea sin2o(x-ct) - a sin24(x+ct)
+2a,asin2wt][3sinWht - cos1M;)
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Multiplying (36) by g and adding the result to (38) to elim-
inate and then using (15) for h n  g on the right side
(39) A+ e(A'*W/2)L[3aTin2Oc(x-st) 
- 3atsin2o((x+ct)
+ 2a, az(3sinhAh + cosh'lh)sin2wt3
Now assume 4Whas the form:
(40) ( 3 uosh2d(y+h)[b sin2(x-ct) + bsin2o((x+ct)]
+ bsin2wSt
This setisfies (1) and (2) as required. Putting cback into
(40), using (15), and matching constants:
.- (5A2.Oaf/Swsin.h) b~ a (SA't /8wiua(h)
b3 (A $a,a/4w)(3sinoth + coehh)
or using (14) and the identity:
(41) 3sinh4h + coshachocosh3oh/coshCh
b, -(3t wa,/8sinh h) b = (3a'wa/8inS h)
b3 = (a wa, acosh3(h/4sinhoKhcosbah)
Therefore we have:
(42) ( (aw/4sin4h)f [3cosh2o(y+h)/2sinlot Jk a'sin2o((xect)
+a? sin2K(x+et)J + (a, aecosh3hin2wt/coshth)J
This agrees with Longuet-fRiggins again except for a term linear
in t, which again is not bothersome for our purposes. In the
deep water limit it is easy to see that b,'O, b.-0O, and
-bewa,a., so that (42) reduces to:
(43) w P=a a,a sin2wt
The second order pressure produced by this term is
(44) P/pP -4' - gy = -2a t wa,a 1 cOs2wt - gy
This is also the mean pressure along the bottom (i.e. in the
x direction), The second order pressure produced by the terms
36-
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(et)T and (')t as well as the first order jressure can be
easily shown to vanish with depth (see (6)), Thus (44)
shows the result that a standing wave at t4e surface produces
a second order pressure variation which is independent of
depth and has twice the frequency of the standing wave.
Longuet-higgins advanced his theory of the origin of micro*
seisms (6) based on this idea. He also solved the compres-
sible problem and showed that for certain depths there is a
resonance effect which could boost the pressure at the bottom
by a factor of five,
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Imagine an idealized ocean surface to consist of two
infinite sine waves of the same frequency ad different
amplitude whose directions make an arbitrary angleg/ with
each other (see figure 2.). Since the angle 14 is always a
positive angle between 0 and 180 degrees, the angle- *(r-3)/2
will always be positive. The ocean surface will now be the
xs plane so z replaces y in figure 2.
The question to be asked is, could there exist a second
order pressure variation which is independent of depth when
the ocean surface has the form described above? The same
procedure will now be followed as in the first two cases
with slight modifications. Assume ')has the form:
(45) ," aBeosahd(y+h) [a, sino(xcosnzsine-ct)
+a~aina(*X cose+zsine^c*t )3
a, and a re constants. This reduces to the previous expres-
sions for qO (12) and (32) when & is put equal to 90 deerees
(traveling wave in the z direction) and zero degrees (standing
wave in the x direction). This form for "' also satisfies
(1) and (2) as it should. As before U ' is found from (7)
(46) 4 ~ a(B/c)sinbhLa. cosac(cose+zsinte-ct)
+ aacos Q(-zos+zsine-ct )j
Equation (8) becomes modified because the surface is now a
function of x,z,t (see Stoker page 20.)
(47) t UL4' ' A(t'0 at yo
The expressions to be worked out are now more complicated.
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(4-8) AUt ' x =(B t/2c)sinh2chcos4f a, coS O'(cos~+zsine-ct)
-a ncosnc(-XcoOst+siti-Ct )][-ae, in(xcea +zesin&-ct)
+-a sina (-azcose+zsinew-t ) 3
(49) 4 * (B L'/2c)e inh2ahsai -a eos4(xcos+z sine-ct)
+aeCOos(&xces#+ZSinGht)][ wa, sinkonz+sais t)
-a %sin '4-&ZeO8*O+Zssinfwcrt )J t
(50) At4' (Bd/2o)sih2ahub {aasino(xoose-asinrct)
tassin(-xcose+zsi&-et)j La, c os <xcoa+z±sine--ct)
+a coso(-zcos+zsiae-ct ) 3
Now combining (48), 49), and (50) into (47), we have:
(51) 4 ma*W(eel2/2c)sinht h[l4asin2 (xcose+sine%-ct)
+a4sin2K(excoee+zsin9c t)
+2a, azs itein2 (zaine-wct A
Equation (10) becomes slightly modified to be:
(52) +43  gt Z,4C1 ( + (i)t (+q+ at y=n0
Working out the following expressionms
(53) a) Ake!yaBlobhin1?ba, cos(Xcose+sein-ect)a
+ acoso((-xeceoe+zsin&-ct)J
b) to of3'etoteo fhLa ,cass(xcose+zsine-act)
- aacoo-XcOe+etasnei-pct)
c) C49)frBt'inZcbOehgLia, coC(xonezsin-ect)
+ $aCOs oL-Xo:se+sine-ct)
d) (!t'AfBs13I'linMh [a, Sif@I(2 +aifct)
+ aTsin(-E.os.+zsin.-ct )J
Before combining (53) into (52) it is easier to take the
time derivatives of both equations,. Having done this, we get:
(54) qti + gA43 (BI3Vo/2){[atsin20(zooee+zsinsect)
+ a esin2 o(*Xcoe+saiwct ) gsfainch -CO81dh]
+ 2a,asin2f(rzanw.ct)[3sinhth + cos2ocosh'k
Multiplying (51) by g and adding to (54) to eliminate
and using (15), we get:
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(55) 4C+ g a4-(B/2) 3atsin2(xese+zsiroct)
+ 3asin2.(-.xcoe+sine-ct)
- [2a, asin2(zsin9i-ct )1"
x[3sinldh + coeshkh(cos'- 3sieiJ3
This also reduces to the equivalent statements (25) and (40)
of tie first two cases when 0- is set equal to 90 degrees and
zero respectively. &must now satisfy (1)4 (2), and (54).
Assume t has the form:
(56) 94 K, cosb24(y+h) [at. sin2(xcoso*zsin.-ct)
+ aeisn2*(xcos*+ssine-ct)1
+ KaeoShL2<i@fl(yth)3j[2a, agsin 4(zsitrnct)
It is easy to check that this form for r will satisfy (1) and
(2), Futting (t4into (55) and matching consatants, we gett
, *(3W'd/8csabih)
;u(B /4c) Uso ( ola aQ +t oisdco'ri)n
or using (15) as before with B-sac/einbhh , these bocome:
K, ".(31 w/8sinhdh)
1 LRTh no - Sn COB lsinje e
If 9 is sot equal to zero, e~oreduces to (02) by way of (41).,
A)O if 0 i s set equal to 90 degrees and either a, or a Zs
chosen to be zero and the other to be a, then (56) reduces to
the corresponding expression (28) in the t"aveling wave case
with x replaced by z. For an arbitrary angle 9, 1t becomes:
(57) (@W a *f1aw cosh2o(y+h)/8si1rtkh) atain2oe(xcoseasin&ue-et)
+ a sin2(*xcoss+zsineet)j. + (at w/4sinh h)N
x sakVh + 0co 0oo A8 ;Si-3 t }
x L2, a,.cosh(2 sin-(y+h))sin Lo(zsin-c)]
-40. ,
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In the deep water limit the first two terms of (57) become
multiplied by exp[-2v(y-h)] and therefore vanish with depth.
Thus for deep water (57) becomes:
(58) Le= 2a wa, exp (2oys in-&)] (cos /sine-2)ein2(zasine-ct)
For - s0 this reduces exactly to (43), which is the deep
water limit for the standing wave case. One cannot set e
equal to 90 degrees, however, because (58) will be zero. If
one puts e equal to 90 degrees in (57) and then takes the
deep water limit, the expression obtained will be identical
to (31), which is the deep water limit for the traveling wave
case. In the general case, noting that e is always positive
as explained earlier, we see that e decreases exponentially
with increasing & . For example, for waves of period 10
seconds and velocity 14 meters/second in water of depth
2,000 meters the exponential factor in (58) becomes:
lie for 0 0.11 degrees
0.1 for 0.26 "
0.01 for * - 0.80 "
The second order pressure variation calculated from (11) is
proportional to "5t, and except for extremely small values of
0- , i.e. essentially standing waves, it will be Vanishingly
small. Therefore, it would seem very unlikely that microseisms
would oe produced by two sine waves of the same frequency,
unless they traveled in almost exactly opposite directions,
under the assumptbon of the idealized ocean surface considered.
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It is easy to verify that the other second order pressure terms
(q , etc. and the first order pressure vanish with depth. The
arguments of Longuet.-Higgins (6) follow with slight modifica-
tions.
That (58) is a reasonable result can be seen by consid-
ering the potential energy of the surface. Longuet-Higigins
relates the second time derivative of the potential energy of
the surface to the pressure variation at the ocean bottom,
and this is summarized by Haq (2). The potential energy
P.E, is given by:
(59) P.d 444 gpAtsdaz
Pis the density of the fluid
ies the height of the sufface above the
undisturbed surface yaO
For the equal amplitude case (a,Ma) and using (15), we have;
(60) /4') -2a cost(cos .) [cos(zsaine)coswt +
amin (zsine)sinwt
then
(61) P*E.W fpsC4gIdzdx
where b and d are arbitrary limits. Since Atis the first
order approximation to the surface, the potential ener~ y is
a second order quantity. Working out the integral:
(62) P, .42aepsj + 0e h [+ S 0d24ne n gt
The limit of (62) as 6 goes to 0 (standing wave case) is:
(63) li;mP.E.n2adpg(b + ssin2ob/2 )(1 + cos2wt)
and the limit of this for large b is:
(64) limP.E.2adbpg(l + coas2wt)
9 0
b -42-
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The second time derivative of (64) with respect to time
is proportional to to he pressure variation at depth, and in
this case the pressure varies with a frequency of twice that
of the standing wave as it should. It is easy to see that
(65) z1 P.t.a4dbdpg
d -ae
se that for the traveling wave the &ressure at depth does
not vary with time, which we know it shouldn't. For a
general angle -- we get:
(66) lim P.E.,a2dbdpg
which is also independent of time over a large area. In
other words over a large area the surface for a general angle
& acts like a traveling wave and therefore causes no second
order pressure variation at depth.
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In order to understand this more clearly (60) may also
be written as:
(67) A~C =-2acoso((xcose)coso(zsi n - c t)
It was pointed out in Part I that this surface resembles a
traveling wave in the z direction and a standing wave in the
x direction. In figure 4. the solid lines represent the
crests and troughs of two intersecting wave trains, and the
arrows show their directions of travel. It can be seen that
the pattern between the dotted lines, which has infinite
extent in both directions along the x axis, moves as a unit
in the z direction with a velocity c/sin.e- Thus the overall
effect of the surface is that of a traveling wave, at least
as far as second order effects are concerned.
It was pointed out to me by Professor Madden that in the
range- &O to 1 degree where there exists a second order
pressure at depth there might be a special direction along
which especially high energy Rayliegh waves could travel. In
figure 4. the surface pattern moves in the z direction with
a velocity c/sine, where c is the water wave velocity, and
for small angles this is large. If a Rayliegh wave started
in a direction which made an angle " with the z axis, and if
the component of the surface pattern velocity along this dir-
ection were equal to the Rayliegh wave velocity v, then there
would be strong coupling such that energy would be contin-
uoualy fed into the Rayliegh wave. This special angle &
ariO~-sls~sEi~MWl~ii3r~e- l-^x~c-glri - Pi~CI I -1~IWUI ^-^ m*i~ riLrxacrC~. ~*ir~l~^xl~lrx--^------- -
would be given by:
( zarecos (c/vsine)
There is a smallest angle &-critical for which this pnonomenon
could occur, and it will be given by:
6critical *arcsin (/v)
As an example, for ca15 meters/second and v*3 kilometers/second
then 0Critical 0.3 degree and " =0. If 4 =1 degree then
( will be about 75 degrees.
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Conclusion
In summary, the main problem of interest in this part
is a study of what pressure variations as a function of depth
exist for the case of an idealized ocean surface consisting
of two infinite sine waves of the same frequency whose
directions make an angle s with each other. The two simpler
well known cases of a single frequency sine wave and a simple
standing wave were first reviewed. The first order pressure
variations of all three cases were seen to vanish with depth,
and it was only in the case of a simple standing wave that
there existed a second order pressure which is independent of
depth and which varies with twice the frequency of the
standing wave. The third case showed that for this to happen
the anglep must be almost exactly 180 degrees. It is
concluded, then that for the idealized models considered
there exiats a pressure fluctuation at the ocean floor in
deep water which might cause microseisms only when two sine
waves of the same frequency traveling in almost exactly
opposite directions superpose at the surface. Also it may
be possible in the small range A *179-180 degrees where there
does exist a second order pressure fluctuation at depth for
the existence of a preferred direction of travel of Rayliegh
waves.
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PART III
Two main investigations will be presented in this part
1) the relationship in time between the amplitudes of micro-
seisms and water waves, and 2) the relationship between the
frequencies of the microseisms and those of the water waves.
These investigations are based on original data consisting of
weather maps and surface weather data, and microseism and
water wave records which came from the U. S. Naval Station
and the Geophysical Field Station respectively in Bermuda.
The recording of the wave records will be briefly
explained. Two low frequency transducers were installed off
the south shore of Bermuda at the ends of a sea cable which
lead ashore to amplifiers and a drum recorder, The micro-
seism transducer was located at 52 degrees 12 minutes 24
seconds North, 64 degrees 51 minutes 39 seccnds West at a
depth of 165 fatnoms, and the water wave one was inboard of
this at a depth of 60 feet (this means that the highest
frequency it could measure would be about 0.5 c.p,s.). The
two signals could not be recorded simultaneously, conse-
quently microseisms were recorded for twenty minutes, then
water waves were recorded for twenty minutes etc.
The transducers were hydrophones made by Western Electric
Co., and their characteristics are classified. However, the
hydrophone is electrodynamic, and the response curve on the
low side is 6 D.B. per octave. The amplifying system was
Sanbord cardiographic D.C. amplifier modified to pperate with
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a drum. The result is that only relative amplitudes are
obtainable from the records, but this is enough for the
purpose here. Records were available from November 2, 1952,
to December 1, 1955.
The method of measuring the microseism and water wave
amplitudes is similar to that used by Haq (2). The average
of the four or five highest waves (crest to trough) within
the first and last three minutes of each twenty minutes of
record was uded to characterize the amplitude of -the micro-
seisms or water waves for that twenty minute period, Admit-
tedly, this gives only a general picture, but a more exact
one would require an absurd amount of time.
The weather maps were fairly crude and were only avail-
able once every twenty-four hours; however, most of the storms
considered here occurred in the vicinity of Bermuda where
surface weather information was available once every hour.
Low and high areas are usually marked with an L and an H.
The light closed lines are isobars and the heavier lines
which cut across them are warm and cold fronts which have
been indicated by a C or a W. The hurricane center is marked
by what looks like two interlocking sixes at the center of a
number of concentric circles. On some maps Bermuda is indi-
cated by the letters NWD.
Four different case histories will now be presented.
_--._ba~ *3~i ;~u~i=rru~--.1XZ--l--*^-re Ixir.
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Graph i. indicates the amplitudes of the water waves and
microseisms and maps la, lb, lc are the pertinent weather
maps. From the overall appearance of graph 1, one might say
that if the water wave trace were shifted to the left by
about two and a half hours near 1200 G.S.T. and by about une
and a half hours near 2100 G.S.T. and by about 40 minutes
near 1400 G.S.T., Jan 8, then the two traces would agree
pretty well. In Other words it looks as if high amplitude
macroseisms preceeded the high amplitude water waves by much
more near the beginning of the storm than near the end By
the theory that microseisms are caused by standing waves in
deep water (theory i) this would be expected if the storm
were approaching Bermuda, which is what actually happened.
The weather maps show that at 1200 G.S.T. on Jan. 6
thefr as a cold front west of Bermuda in about the middle of
map ia, and the isobars which intersect it form fiarly sharp
angles. This means that the wind on one side of the front is
blowing at a fairly wide angle to the wind on the other side
of the front. At 1200 G.S.T. on Jan, 7 this cold front has
just passed over Bermuda, and exactly one day later it has
moved some distance beyond Bermuda to the east.
The surface weather reports show that from 24350 G..T.
to 828 G.S.T. Jan. 7 the wind on Bermuda was blowing at about
N22 and increasing steadily from 13 to 26 knots. From 928
G.S.T, to 1228 G,,.T. it was blowing N45Z at an average 18
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knots, and from 1328 to 1828 G.S.T. it was blowing due east
and its speed was increasing from 18 to 24 knots. From 1828
to 330 G.S.T. Jan 8 the wind continued to blow east at an
average 22 knots, and from 0430 to 1728 GS.T. the direction
shifted to 867E and the velocity was about 24 knots.
The total overall change in direction of the wind
during this time was about 90 degrees. This is a fairly
wide angle,,but it is nowhere near 180 degrees, It might be
possible that the wind' direction shifted by a larger amount
somewhere out at sea and that standing waves were produced.
It should be pointed out here that it was not possible to
tell the direction from which the microseisms came because
only one component of the ground motion was recorded. One
thing is clear, however, from graph i, and that is that it
would- not be possible for the microseisms to be caused by surf
beating against the coast, since the amplitudes do not rise
and fall simultaneously.
The first maximum in the microseism activity occurred
as the cold front was passing over Bermuda when the wind was
shifting direction from N45D to east, and the second maximum
occurred about six hours later after the front had moved fur-
ther east.
It is possible to conclude from this case that somehow
the movement of the cold front caused the microseisms, per-
haps by creating standing waves. It is definite, though, that
the microseisms could not have been caused by surf beating on a
shore,
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Case 2) Feb. 22-25, 1954
The amplitudes for this case are shown on graphs 2a. and
2b., and the appropriate weather maps are maps 2a, 2b, 2, 2d.
tFrom graph 2a. it is fairly clear that the microseisms and
water wave amplitudes do not have much to do with each other,
from which the conclusion is drawn that the microseisms could
not have been caused by surf beating on the coast.
The first three maps show essentially the same situation
as in the first case, that is a cold front moving from west
to east and passing over Bermuda. Again the isobars inter-
sect the cold front at fairly acute angles,. Map 2b shows that
at about 1230 GS.T. on Feb. 23 the front has just passed
over Bermuda. This correlates with the surface weather
reports which show that between 930 and 14350 G..T. Feb 23
the wind blowing from 15 to 20 knots shifted through 110
degrees in direction, from due north to S67E. The micro
seisms reach a maximum about six hours after the front passed
over Bermuda, This also occurred in the first case, and it,
shows that the maximum microseismic activity doesn't neces-
sarily occur when the center of the storm is closest to the
recording station.
In graph 2b it appears that the amplitudes reach a
maximum at the same time. Actually the water wave peak
occurs about 40 minutes later than the microseism peak. Three
other water wave peaks seem to correlate with three micro-
seism *iaks ani all three occur about 40 minutes after the
corresponding microseism peaks.
-)Q-
Surface weather reports show that between 630 and 2230
G.ST. on Feb 24 thc wind on Bermuda was blowing from 7 to 15
knots and changed diredtions through 135 degrees from S45B to
due north. The microseisms reach their maximum during this
time at about 2100 G.S.T.. The weather maps do not show a
cold front passing over Bermuda during this time, probably
because they are two widely spaced. Again it is conceivable
that if the wind changed direction by such a wide angle on
Bermuda, it could have shifted through 180 degrees over some
area at sea.
The conclusions to be reached from this case are that
microseisms are not produced by surf beating on shore, but
that they are probably caused by locally created standing
wave S,
.5l-
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Case) et.-23, 14
Graph 3. shows the amplitudes, and the pertinent weather
maps are maps 3a,3b,3c. This case covers the time during
which a hurricane traveling northeast passed fairly close
to Bermuda on the west side. Graph 3. shows that the micro-
seisms begin to increase and reach a maximum a little over
two hours before the water waves do. The microseisms con-
tinue at about the same average level, tkereas the water
waves continue to increase. The usual conclusion is, then,
that the midroseisms could not be caused by the action of
waves on the shore.
There are two high water wave peaks near 600 G.S.T.,
Sept. 2, which are separated by a little over four hours,
and above them are two microseism peaks which are practi-
cally the same distan4e apart and which preceede the corres-
ponding water wave peaks by 20-40 minutes. Also there is a
third smaller -eak inbetween the other two which correlates
well o both curves. In Case 1) a similar feature was found.
Considering the method used to ,. easure amplitudes, such
close correlation is not really expected, only general trends
are hoped to agree, and besides there are far more peaks
which do not correlate between the two curves. In theory
standing waves which produce microseisms could be created in
sueh a direction that they would never ,e recorded by the one
station, In this case the hurricane is traveling roughly in
in a north-south direction, so that the standing waves it might
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create would have their wave fronts approximately parallel to
this direction. This means that the waves which made up the
standing wave at sea would have a good chance of being recor-
ded, since the hurricane passed by to the west of Bermuda.
Perhaps, then there is a correspondence between the above
mentioned set of peaks.
The hurricane on map 3a is not the main interest. It is
probably the cause of the fairly high level of microseism
activity at 2400 G.S.T., Sept 1 (aug. 32). One Guess is that
in between the time of map 3a and map 3b t is hurricane
traveled over land thus causing the decrease in the wicro-
seism amplitude shown at 400 G.S.T., Sept 1, on g<raph 3. Map
2b shows that the first hurricane has gone and another is on
its way toward Bermuda. The highest microseism peak occurs
before the hurricane reaches Bermuda. This may be due to the
hurricane's moving faster before it reached Bermuda than after
it passed, but there is no way of checking this.
The surface weather reports show that from 430, Sept 1,
to 127 G.S.T., Sept 2, the wind blew N22E at 13 to 23 knots.
At 227 G.S,T. the direction changed to due north and remained
so for over twelve hours. During that time the wind velocity
varied from 19 to 27 knots with the maximum of 27 knots at 428
G.S.T. This seems about the right time for the hurricane's
closest approach to Bermuda, for it is at about this time that
the water wave amplitude makes a sharp increase. The micro-
seisms also make a slight increase in amplitude at this time,
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but this is not considered significant.
The same conclusion may be made here as was made in the
first two cases, namely that microseisms are not caused by
wave action at the shore. One may also say that a hurricane
movingover the ocean surface causes microseisma probably
by creating standing waves.
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Case 4) Jan 4-, 1954
This last case is another example of a microseism storm
due to the movement of a cold front, Graph 4. shows the amp-
litudes, and maps 4a, 4b, and 40 provide the sketchy weather
data that was available. The general trend of the micro-
seisms agrees quite well with that of the water waves, as a
glance at graph 4. will show. One's first thought is that
here is a case which proves that microsesms are caused by
surf beating against the shore, and it is true that of the
four cases examined this comes closest to verifying that
hypothesis. There is one other possibility, however, and
that is that the generating area for the microseisms passed
quite close to Bermuda, thus producing a simultaneous increase
and decrease of the water wave and microseism amplitudes.
This is entirely possible since Bermuda is surrounded by deep
water, whereas it does not seem to be possible along the East
Coast of the United States, for example, because the storms
there usually travel from land to sea, and the microseisms
don't show an appreciable increase until the storm has traveled
out over deep water. Thus the water waves would increase
first, and the microseisms would increase at a later time.
This is just what Haq obseived.
The weather data gives further clues. Map 4a shows a
cold front with isobars meeting it at quite sharp angles lying
inland and roughly parallel to the Eastern seaboard, Twelve
hours later this front has blown some distance out to sea and
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is lying fairly close and to the west of Bermuda. The last
map 4c shows that this cold front has passed quite some dist-
ance to the east of Bermuda, and one presumes that sometime
inbetween it passed over Bermuda.
Surface weather reports indicate that at 525 G.S.T.,
Jan 4, the wind was blowing due north at 18 knots on Bermuda,
that between 628 and 1128 G.S.T. the wind blew about N22E at
an average 17 knots, and that at 1128 G.S.T. the direction
changed to due east and the velocity dropped to 12 knots.
Between 1229 and 1928 G,S.T. the wind direction was approxi-
mately 822E and the velocity was 10 knots on the average, At
1928 G.8.T, the direction became due south and remained so for
four hours, and the velocity was 10 knots decreasing slightly
during the next four hours.
During the whole fourteen hours the wind direction on
Bermuda changed through exactly 180 degrees from due north to
due south, anft was shortly after (perhaps 40 minutes) the
wind direction changed to due south that the microsiesms
reached their maximum amplitude. One might suspect from this
that the generating area for the microseiams was quite close
to Bermuda which would explain graph 4.; however, there is
no absolute way to check this. A further clue would come from
a knowledge of the frequency spectra of the microseisms and
water waves, but time didn't permit this calculation.
In conclusion, the results of this case are not as defi-
nite as those of the others. In the first three cases it was
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quite clear that the microseisms could not have been caused
by wave action on the shore, and it was less clear but plaus-
able that they were caused by standing waves. The Jlaus-
ability came from the fact that in all cases meteorological
conditions existed such that at one time the wind was blowing
in a certain direction over an area of ocean surface, and at
a later time it blew over the same area at an obtuse angle
(perhaps 180 degrees) to its earlier direction, so there is
a chance that standing waves could have been created. What
also adds to to he plausability is that Raq (2) observed micro
seisms under the same meteorological conditions, and by com-
puting a number of spectra of both water waves and micro-
seisms, he was firmly convinced that standing waves caused
the microseisms. In the last case one cannot say quite so
definitely that shore breakers do not cause microseisms and
therefore even less definitely that standing waves cause them.
However, a fairly reasonable hypothesis, which seems to be
supported by the weather data, has been suggested which
would bring this case in agreement with the other three.
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Frequency Reationehip
The next subject to be discussed is the frequency rela-
tionship between water waves and microseisms during a storm.
This section is the weakest as far as quantity of results is
concerned due to the limitations of time and money; the
procedure was lenghty as well as costly.
The main idea was to calculate the frequency spectra of
a number of water wave and microseism records and then com-
pare them to see if there is a two to one frequency ratio
which the theory of Longuet-Higgins predicts (6). Assuming
these records to be stationary time series, the method used
is to first compute the autocorrelations and then take their
cosine transforms to obtain the power spectra, which measure
the amount of energy present at each frequency. This method
is based on Norbert Wiener's generalized harmonic analysis,
a detailed exposition of which may be found in references
(3, 7, 8).
In computing the autocorrelations a modified version of
the 'transient approximation' was used. Reference (3) gives
a list of the different approximating formulas with a discus-
sion of their various limitations. The formula used was:
() r) Z_._I =,0o,... m
In most cases the shift V was only carried out to one third
of the number of data points instead of the full number which
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the transient approximation calls for. The transient approxi-
mation guarantees that all the power will be positive, which
is desirable, bowever, modifying it in this way causes the
guarantee not to hald any longer, but it is harmfull to shift
the autocorrelation by much more than one third of the data
length, because successively more and more of the data points
are multiplied by zero as the shift increases. In (1) N is
the total number of data points.
The cosine spectra were computed by the formula:
(2) w)m (r)cosw;-r wiO, W/m, ... ,i7T/m, ... , n
tsD
which is what J. Tukey uses except that no smoothing is used
here (see reference (3) appendix m).
In order to compute equations (1) and (2) a program.
was written for the I.B.M* 709 at MIT, but first the data
had to be put in a form which the 709 could handle. This
procedure will be briefly described. First the wave records
were enlarged eight times. Then they were taken to Wolf
Corporatio in Boston which has a Bendix G-15 computer whieh
operates, With a tracing table. As the records were traced
the compuer recorded the amplitude at the specified increments
and punched this,information on tape. In other words the
records were digitalized by this process. The tapes were con-
verted to cards by' aro.her machine at Bedford Air Base, and
then these cards were converted to a form which the 709 could us&
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by a program written by Professor Simpson.
The main program used to compute (1) and (2), which is
given in the appendix, was basically designed to compute the
autocorrelation using all the digitaliszed data, and then to
compute its cosine transform for a discrete set of frequen-
cies with arecosines between zero and 180 degrees; the
frequency spacing was usually 1/120 c.p.a. A certain amount
of flexability was incorporated into the program in order to
be able to vary the following quantities: the maximum shift
in the autocorrelation, the number of data points used in the
autocorrelation, and the highest desired frequency in the
cosine transform, The number of data points used was varied
by seleting every nt h point of the original digitalized data
before the autoeorrelation is computed, and this produces the
same effect as if the original record had been digitalized at
1/n times the original rate (where nl,2,3,...). The cosine
transforms of the 'thinned' data (same time length but fewer
data points) are then computed using the same frequencies
starting from zero, but now the maximum allowable frequency
is smaller, because the highest frequency one could hope to
get has one wave length equal to the distance between two
adjacent points in the autocorrelation, and the number of
points in the autocorrelation is now smaller. If one com-
putes beyond the highest allowable frequency one will obtain
a mirror image of the original spectrum where the mirror is
located at this highest allowable frequency, This is not
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harmful, but for the purposes here it is a waste of computer
time.
The four records which were run through the 709 were
taken from Case 2) in the vicinity of 1900 G.ST., Feb. 23,
1954, during which time the most intense period of that
particular microseismic storm was occuring. The records in
order of occurrence are: record 1) at 1840 G.S.T. (water wave),
record 2) at 1900 G.S.T. (microseism), record 3) at 1920 G.S.T.
(water wave), and record 4) at 2000 G.S.T (water wave). The
original records are shown in plate 1. along with a number of
others which were not digitalized. From looking at plate 1.
one can see just by eye that in a number of places the period
of the water waves is twice that of the microseisms. In
plate 1. every other trace is a microseism recording with the
water wave recordings inbetween; the darker noisier looking
traces are the microseisms. The total length of record
shown is approximately three minutes; the tic marks are spaced
one minute apart. Plate 2. shows the digitalized product of
record 1). All four records were three minutes in length; the
microseism record was digitalized at the rate of 512 points
per minute, and the three water wave records were digital-
ized at half that rate, i.e. 256 points per minute of record.
The results of the autocorrelation and its cosine trans-
form for record 1) are shown in n graph 5. The autocorrelation
appears extremely periodic, and it is obvious that three min-
utes of record was not sufficient to make it die to zero.
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Corresponding to this period in the autocorrelation there is
a sharp spike in the power spectrum at 0.141 + 0.004 c.p.s.
In this case the spectrum was computed out to the highest
possible frequency, and after 0.25 c.p.s. the curve oscil-
lates about a constant low level, Remember energy is not
expected for frequencies greater than about 0.5 c.p.s, due
to the fact that the water wave transducer was under 60 feet
of water.
The results for the mieroseisms (record 2) are shown in
graph b. The autocorrelation again appears very periodic
and shows a beat phonomenon as well; the beat phenomenon will
be discussed later. The spectrum is more complicated, and
the major peaks occur at 0.25t 0.007, 0.275 * 0.007, 0.300
± 0.007, 0.338 t 0.007, and 0.375 t 0.007 c.p..; the one at
0.300 c.p.s, has the m9st energy associated with it. The
peak which is most nearly equal to twice the peak of record 1)
is the second one, and these two peaks satisfy the two to one
ratio within the resolution limits of the two spectra.
The peak of interest in the spectrum of water wave record
3) occurs at 0.133 ± 0.004 c.p.s., and twice this frequency
just barely agrees with the first major peak in the microseism
spectrum. Graph 7. also shows a fairly large amount of energy
associated with extremely low frequencies. This seams reason-
able from looking at the autocorrelation, but other than that
an explanation for it is lacking.
The spectrum of water wave record 4) (graph 8.) has
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most of its energy concentrated at 0.117 t 0.004 c.p.s., and
there is really no peak in the microseism spectrum which is
twice this value. It is also curious that none of the water
wave peaks correspond to twice the largest peak of the micro-
seism spectrum. However an idea of just how constant the
water wave frequencies are during a microseismic storm can
be seen from the results of the three water wave spectra.
During the hour and twenty minutes under consideration, the
water wave peaks varied from 0.141 * 0.004 to 0.117 ± 0.004
cp.a. The fact that they decrease with time is not con-
sidered significant. The conjecture is that somewhere inbe-
tween the three minute sections sampled the frequency peak in
the water wave spectrum could easily have attained a value,
which when doubled would match the highest microseism peak,
without varying by more than it did during the hour and twenty
minute period.
Further unexpected results were obtained in connection
with the beat phonomenon mentioned above. In the microseism
autocorrelation (graph 6.) beats occur with an average period
of 40.0 seconds; the highest and lowest numbers in this aver-
age are about 35 and 50 seconds. This means that the highest
peak in the spectrum should be split into two frequencies with
a frequency spread given by fdl/4T, where T is the beat per-
iod), which is 6.25 1i c.p.s. The resolving power of the
spectrum is only 1 , 2 5 x 1 6 L c.p,s. which is not enough to show
the split. What may be an amazing coincidence is that in
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wave record 4) (graph 8.) beats also occur with a half period
of about 50 seconds. Also in graph 10., in which the auto-
correlation of wave record 1) was shifted 2/3, a hint of beats
is present with a half period of about 50 steconds. In other
words, the period of the beats in the water wave autocorrela-
tion and the period of the beats in them aicroseism autocor-
relation ronughly sa izfy the two to ne relationship which
Longuet-Higgins would predict in this case, assuming that the
problem is linear
Another result was obtained which has more computational
interest than direct bearing on ,the main problem. Auto-
correlations we re computed for water wave record 1) selecting
every point of the digitalized data, every second, third,
fifth4 and tenth point. The power spectra were then computed,
and the results are shown in graphs 5. and 8. It will be
noticed that the highest spike occurs at the same frequency
in all eases; in fact, the general appearance of the spectrum
is practicall7 the same in all cases. This means that the
record could Just as easily have been digitalized at 1/10
times the original rate, i.e. 25 points per minute of record,
and the same results would have been obtained. It will be
noticed that the relative height of the spike to theback-
ground level decreases with fewer data points used; an explan-
ation for this is lacking.
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Conclusions
In conclusion, it has been found in the first three case
histories that the theory that microseisms are caused by the
surf beating against the shore cannot be correct, but that
the theory that microseisms are caused by standing waves on
the ocean surface is very likely the right one. The results
of Case 4) are not so definite, but a plausable hypothesis is
presented which would enable these results to agree with
those of the first three cases.
From the frequency analysis of four records (three water
wave and one microseism) selected from Case 2) we have seen
that the two to one frequency relationship, which must hold
if the standing wave theory of microseisms is true, was veri-
fied by two out of the three water wave records within the
accuracy of the method. The phonomenon of beats which
occurred in t e autocorrelation of the microsiesm record and
in at least one water wave autocorrelation show a rough two
to one ratio in their respective periods.
Lastly, of computational interest is the result that
reliable spectra were obtained when the record was digital-
ized at as low a rate as 30 points per cycle of the desired
frequency, which seems reasonable because 30 is still quite
a large number.
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APPENDIX
Fortran Program for the I.B.M. 709 Used to Calculate Auto-
correlations and Their Cosine Transforms.
LIST
-READ INPUT TAPE 4,5,MMM no. of data decks
5 FOHMAT(116)
DO 17 LL*l, M
READ INPUT TAPE 4,4,KKK min. no. of data
4 FORMAT(1I6) points selected
READ INPUT TAPE 4,6,JJJ max. no. of data
6 FORMAT (lI6) points selected
READ INPUT TAPE 4,3,M max. shift of
FORMAT (116) autocorrelation
READ INPUT TAPE 4,2,JJ max. frequency
2 FORMAT(I16) computed
DIMENSION D(100000),ACOR(.500),CT(3500)
READ INPUT TAPE 4,8,N total no, of data
8, FORMAT(16) points
READ INPUT TAPE 4,9,(D(I),Il,N) data
L 9 FORMAT(10F?7.0)
CALL REMAV(ND) mean removing
CALL BRITERubutme
CALL SCID(5H1459) writes 1459 on fi
CALL FRAE advances film
DO; 17 LMuKKK,JJJ loop on no. of da
points
DO 12 ITI1,M,LM loop on shift
AOR(IT)-O.
iM4N-IT+l
DO 11 Il,MM,LM loop on products
JnIT+I-1
ACOR (IT)D (I)*D (J)+ACOR(IT)
11 CONTINUE
Is
ta
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ri~n~r~ - ~-I--- ~p-- --P -*ra~^-----^-C~L rrrr ---* PU~sllPlri~LUY- l~ r. --c-~-LII- ~eSI~IPI ~-
Xs-l.+FLOATF(IT)*2./PLOATF(M) plots autoeor, on
YeACOR(IT)/ACOR(l) scope point bypoint and normal-
CALL SCOPE(X,Y) ized to max.
CALL SCOPE(X,O) plots axis
12 CONTINUE
CALL FiAE advances film
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,26, (ACOR(IT),ITI9,M,LM) prints
26 FORMAT(17H AUTOCORRELATION/(618.8)) uoutautoeor.
Rw3.1416/P
DO 20 Kal,JJ loop on freq.
<Ia cT(K)o0.
. DO 14 ITuI,M4LM loop on products
T (IT-1)/LM
3 CT(K)*ACOR(IT)*COSF(TW)+CT(K)
14 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE
BIG=0. finds max. in
DO 15 I-l,JJ spectrum
BIG*MAXIP(BIG,CT (I))
15 CONTINUE
DO 21 K'l,JJ,L plots spectrum
XXl-1.+FLOATF(K)*2./FLOAT?(JJ) normalized to max.
Yf*CT (K)/BI G
CALL CO'0E (1XX, YT)
CALL c00PE(XX,) plots axis
21 CONTINUE
CALL RAME advances film
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,25,M,JJR,W,(CT(1),Isl,JJ)
25 fII z~aZ*8491BZ;G E TRANaPoRMg(6Exo#a)) writes
17 CONTINUE out
cosine transform
CALL EXIT
END
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Record length - 3 minutes
Digitalization rate - 256 points per minute
There are points which seem misplaced here; this
may be due to scope failure.
Plate 2.
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